
IDoBorrow.com Offers Designer Bridal Jewelry
For Rent, Launches New Site For Easier Online
Ordering
The company's new website features several shopping categories, borrower stories, a blog, and a
FAQ section covering jewelry rental questions.

PHOENIX, AZ, USA, December 2, 2015 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Brides who can't find that perfect
piece of jewelry have a new option thanks to I Do Borrow. I Do Borrow offers women affordable
wedding jewelry for rent for the big event or other special occasions. The company has launched a
brand new website at www.idoborrow.com which allows visitors to view the designer bridal jewelry
selection and reserve items online in their "reservation bag." I Do Borrow provides jewelry rental for
both men and women offering a full selection of earrings, bracelets, necklaces, watches, men's
bracelets and cuffs available for low daily rates.  

"Jewelry adds the perfect finishing touch to a special occasion. Sometimes it's just not possible to find
the perfect piece in time for the event or it's out of the client's price range. Jewelry rental gets around
both of these issues. All of our pieces are extraordinarily high-quality and are available for a mere
fraction of what they would sell for. This opens up many more options to men and women who are
looking for that special piece," explained Sarah Cattaneo of I Do Borrow (www.idoborrow.com). 

The process to rent jewelry online through I Do Borrow is simple:

1.	Choose reservation dates (arrival date of jewelry and return date).
2.	Browse the selection of jewelry.
3.	Add jewelry to the Reservation Bag.
4.	Checkout.

I Do Borrow has gone to great lengths to make the rental experience as simple as it is exciting. All of
the jewelry is handcrafted and one-of-a-kind. I Do Borrow takes care of cleaning the jewelry before
and after the event so it always looks its best and organizes shipping so it falls Monday-Friday. This
shipment plan minimizes the chance of jewelry not arriving in time for the event. Rentals include a
return box and a pre-paid shipping label. 

"We always encourage our clients to put their event date in as the rental date. Then we ship the piece
out so it arrives a day or two before the event. It saves the customer a little bit of money because they
don't have to factor in shipping time, we do it for them," explained Catteneo. 

To learn more about I Do Borrow or to view the fine jewelry available for rent visit www.idoborrow.com.

About I Do Borrow: I Do Borrow was started by two sisters who believe that every bride deserves to
look and feel her beautiful best! The company offers unique and affordable fine jewelry for rent for
weddings and other special occasions for men and women. Visit www.idoborrow.com to reserve
jewelry today!
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